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Abstract: 
Not only the generation of text, but also the generation of multimodal documents 
can be considered as a sequence of communicative acts which aim to achieve 
certain goals. For the realization of a system able to automatically generate 
illustrated documents, a plan-based approach seems adequate. To represent 
knowledge about how to present information, we have designed presentation 
strategies which relate to both text and picture production. These strategies are 
considered as operators of a planning system. However, a conventional 
hierarchical planner for determining the contents and the rhetorical structure of a 
document has proven inappropriate to handle the various dependencies between 
content determination, mode selection and content realization. To overcome these 
problems, a new planning scheme has been developed that supports data transfer 
between the content planner and the mode-specific generation components and 
allows for revising an initial document structure. 
1 Introduction 
Recently, there has been increasing interest in the design of systems generating multimodal 
output. Research in this area addresses the analysis and representation of presentation 
knowledge (cf. [Arens et aI., this volume]) as well as computational methods for the automatic 
synthesis of multimodal presentations (cL [Badler et al. 91], [Feiner/McKeown 91], 
[Marks/Reiter 90], [Maybury, this volume], [Roth et ai. 91] and [Wahlster et al. 91]). There is 
general agreement that a multimodal presentation system cannot simply merge the results of the 
mode-specific generators, but has to carefully tailor them to each other. Such tailoring requires 
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knowledge concerning the functions of textual and pictorial document parts and the relations 
between them. Furthermore, a presentation system must be able to handle the various 
dependencies between content planning, mode selection and content realization. 
In the following, we will show that many concepts applied in natural language generation, such 
as communicative acts and coherence relations, can be adapted to the generation of text-picture 
combinations. We will present an approach that integrates content planning and mode selection 
and allows for interaction with mode-specific generators. This approach has been integrated 
into the multimodal presentation system WIP (cf. [Andre et aI., this volume]) which generates 
illustrated instructions for technical devices. 
2 The Structure of Illustrated Documents 
Our approach is based on the assumption that not only the generation of text, but also the 
generation of multimodal documents can be considered as an act sequence that aims to achieve 
certain goals (cf. [Andre/Rist 90a]). We presume that there is at least one act that is central to 
the goal of the whole document. This act is referred to as the ml1in act. Acts supporting the main 
act are called subsidiary acts.! Main and subsidiary acts can, in turn, be composed of main and 
subsidiary acts. The root of the resulting hierarchical structure generally corresponds to a 
complex communicative act such as describing a process, and its leaves are elementary acts , 
i.c., speech acts (cL [Searle 69]) or pictorial acts (cf. [Kjorup 78]). 
The structure of a document is, however, not only determined by its hierarchical act structure, 
but also by the role acts play in relation to other acts. In textlinguistic studies, a variety of 
coherence relations between text segments has been proposed (e.g., see [Grimes 75] and 
[Hobbs 78]). Perhaps the most elaborated set is presented in RST-theory (cf. [Mann/Thompson 
87]). Examples of RST-relations are Motivation, Elaboration, Enablement, Interpretation and 
Summary. Text-picture researchers have investigated the role a particular picture plays in 
relation to accompanying text passages. E.g., Levin has found five primary functions (cL 
[Levin et aI. 87]): Decoration, Representation, Organization, Interpretation and Transformation. 
Hunter and colleagues distinguish between: Embellish, Reinforce, Elaborate, Summarize and 
Compare (cf. [Hunter et al. 87]). An attempt at a transfer of the relations proposed by Hobbs 
to pictures and text-picture combinations has been made in [Bandyopadhyay 90]. 
Unfortunately, text-picture researchers only consider the communicative functions of whole 
1 This distinction between main and subsidiary acts essentially corresponds to the distinction between global and 
subsidiary speech acts in [Searle 69], main speech acts and subordinate speech aels in [Van Dijk 80], 
dominierenden Handlungen and subsidiaren Handlungen in [Brandt et el. 83] and between nucleus and satellites in 
the RST-Theory proposed in [Mann(fhompson 87]. 
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pictures, i.e., they do not address the question of how a picture is organized. To get an 
informative description of the whole document structure, one has to consider relations between 
picture parts or between picture parts and text passages too. E.g., a portion of a picture can 
serve as background for the rest of the picture or a text passage can elaborate on a particular 
section of a picture. 
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Fig. 1: A Document Fragment2 and its Structure 
In Fig. I, an example document fragment and its discourse structure are shown. The goal of 
this document fragment is to instruct the user in removing the cover of the water container of an 
espresso machine. The instruction can be considered as a composite goal comprising a request, 
a motivation and an enablement part. The request is conveyed through text (main act (MA)) . To 
motivate that request, the author has referred to a superordinate goal, namely filling the water 
container (subsidiary act (SA)) . The picture provides additional information which enables the 
addressee to carry out the request (subsidiary act). The generation of the picture is also 
subdivided into a main act, which describes the result and the actions to be performed, and a 
subsidiary act, which provides the hackground to facilitate orientation. 
2 The example is a slightly modified and translated version of instructions for the Philips espresso-machine HD 
5649. 
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3 Design Criteria for Text-Picture Combinations 
When designing an illustrated document, an author has to decide which mode combination is 
the most suitable for meeting his goals. The decision-making process for mode selection is 
influenced by different factors including: the kind of information content, the communicative 
functions that textual and pictorial document parts ought to rill in a presentation, resource 
limitations (e.g., limitations due to the output medium, or space and time restrictions), user 
characteristics (e.g., trained or untrained in reading visual displays) and the user's task. Since 
in the current version of the WIP system the first and second factors have the strongest 
influence on mode decisions, they are examined in more detail. 
3.1 Mode Preferences for Information Types 
Given a certain information content, we first have to check in which mode of presentation the 
infOimation can be expressed. In cases where text as well as graphics may he employed, the 
question of which mode conveys the information most c1Tcctivcly arises. Although several 
classifications of information content that are relevant for selecting the mode of presentation 
have been proposed (e.g., [Bieger/Glock 84J, [Roth/Mattis 901. [Feiner/McKeown 91], [Arens 
et aI., this volume] and [WhittakerlWalker 91]), an exhaustive classification has not yet 
crystallized. In the following, we will present some classification ctiteria that are of importance 
in the domain of maintenance and repair instructions for technical devices. Of course, further 
criteria are necessary, in particular when shifting to another domain. 
Concrete information: Information concerning visual properties of concepts (such as shape, 
color and texture) is classified as concrete. We regard events and actions as concrete if they 
involve physical objects and if their occurrence causes visually perceptible changes. Since 
pictures seem to be superior in teaching perceptual concepts (e.g., see lMolitor et al. ~9]), 
graphics will be used in preference to text when presenting concrete information. 
Spatial information: Since space is conceptualized mainly through objects, the category of 
spatial information primarily includes information concerning the location, orientation and 
composition of objects. Furthermore, physical events and actions mostly have a spatial 
component. Since a movement of a physical object can be characterized by means of spatial 
concepts (such as the direction of movement or the starting and end position), actions and 
events also get the attribute spatial if they involve movements of physical objects. In deciding 
how to present spatial information, we can partly fall back on empirical psychological studies. 
E.g., Bieger and Glock (cf. [Bieger/Glock 86]) found that in assembly instructions spatial 
information is perceived faster if pictures are used; on the other hand, subjects confronted with 
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textual presentations make fewer mistakes when carrying out instructions. Thus, if the 
emphasis is on speed, pure pictorial presentations of spatial information should be preferred. 
Temporal information: In the domain of operating instructions, the temporal relations 
between states, events or actions play an important part. The sequential order of events can be 
effectively communicated by arranging pictures from top to bottom or from left to right. In 
some cases, subsequent events can even be depicted in a single picture (cL Fig. 1) . While 
precedence relations can be easily communicated through pictures, the fact that two events 
overlap in time is hard to express pictorially. Furthermore, for a number of time specifications, 
such as mostly, periodically or in the future, textual presentations should be preferred in order 
to avoid misconceptions. 
Covariant information: Covariant information expresses a semantic relationship between at 
least two pieces of information that vary together. Such relationships are: cause/effect, 
action/result, problem/solution, condition, and concession) Cause/effect and action/result 
relationships are often expressed through a single picture, a sequence of pictures or through a 
text-picture combination. The presenter has, however, to consider that cause/effect and 
action/goal relationships between (parts of) pictures are often interpreted as pure temporal 
relationships. If it is not certain whether the addressee recognizes the intended relationship, text 
should be used in preference to graphics. To ensure that a problem/solution relationship is 
correctly interpreted, the problem should be presented in text unless a kind of picture language 
is used (e.g., in [Strothotte/Schmid 90], a question mark indicates that a picture presents a 
problem.). The relationships condition and concession can hardly be expressed by graphics 
without verbal comments. 
Quantification: In general, it is very difficult to graphically depict quantifiers. Even if 
quantification is to be done over finite sets of physical objects and it seems to be 
straightforward to communicate quantifying information by graphically enumerating instances, 
a viewer will be confused if he does not recognize whether the picture is meant to show a 
complete set or most/some/any/exactly-n/etc. instances. Apart from this, such pictorial 
enumerations tend to be long-winded and waste space in a document. 
Negation: Although there is no "natural" way to graphically express negation, some kinds of 
negation are frequently expressed using conventionalized graphical symbols. Perhaps the most 
widespread convention is the use of overlaid crossing bars. E.g., in graphical warnings where 
a technical device is shown in a particular state, crossing bars indicate that this state must not be 
3 These relations also appear in RST-theory to describe a semantic relation between real world entities. 
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achieved. However, a viewer may have difficulties in figuring out the scope of a negation 
symbol. Furthermore, it is questionable whether already conventionalized negation symbols can 
be employed for other kinds of negation, e.g., to express the ahsence of objects or object 
attributes. 
3.2 Achievement of Communicative Goals 
As mentioned before, mode decisions depend not only on the kind of information to be 
communicated, but also on the communicative function of an utterance. There is no doubt that 
many communicative acts (e.g., describe, inform or warn) can be accomplished with pictures 
(cf. [Novitz 77]). In this section, we will concentrate on communicative functions that pictures 
fulfill in relation to text or other pictures. Some of these functions have also been identified by 
text-picture researchers, and most of them cOITespond to pragmatic relations in RST-theory. 
Attract-Attention: The text directs the addressee's attention to special aspects of the 
pictureltext. E.g. directives, such as "Look at .. . " can be used to tell the addressee what is 
important in a picture. Furthermore, a part of a picture can emphasize other document parts, 
e.g., arrows pointing to important objects.4 
Compare: Two document parts provide a companson between several concepts. To 
emphasize the differences or parallels between the concepts, the same presentation modes 
should be used for describing the concepts. 
Elaborate: One part of a document provides further details about another parl. Text can 
elaborate on a picture, e.g., by specifying attributes of an object shown in the picture. On the 
other hand, a picture can elaborate on text, e.g., by showing an object belonging to a verbally 
described class. Pictures can also elaborate on other pictures, e.g., consider an inset that shows 
further details of a depicted object. 
Enable: The picture/text provides additional information in order to enable the addressee to 
perform the requested action. E.g., a request may be accompanied by a picture showing how an 
action should be carried out. The request is typically conveyed by text. 
Elucidate: One document part provides an explanation or interpretation of another part. E.g., 
text can be used to express the meaning of a picture or to clarify graphical techniques. While 
text can explain pictures or text passages, pictures can explain text, but normally not other 
pictures (cf. [Muckenhaupt 86]). 
4 This situation must not be confused with situations where a document part indirectly attracts the addressee's 
attention because of its visual appearence (e.g., because of its size, position or color) . 
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Label: A piece of text serves as a label for a portion of the document. Typical examples of the 
label-relationship are: headLine/paragraph, caption/figure and name/picture part. 
Motivate: The addressee is to be motivated to comply with a request. This goal can be met by 
means of pictures or by means of text. Consider an advertisement showing a cup of steaming 
coffee to motivate people to buy this coffee. Typically, the request implicitly follows from the 
context or is explicitly conveyed through text. 
Evidence: The picture/text produces evidence for a verbal claim. Since pictures increase 
authenticity (cf. [Smith/Smith 66]) , they are well suited to support a claim. Typical examples 
are TV news. 
Background: One document part establishes the context for the other. E.g., text may provide 
the necessary background information for a picture that shows a device from an extraordinary 
perspective. Background can also be provided by parts of a picture, e.g., a picture of an object 
may include further objects in order to reduce ambiguities by showing the object's spatial 
context. 
Summarize: The picture/text provides an organized, reduced form of the text structure. E.g. , 
a picture may be presented in advance to show the most important parts of a machine which are 
described in detail by text. On the other hand, text may be used to summarize the contents of a 
picture. 
4 Representation of Presentation Knowledge 
To generate multimodal presentations, we have defined a set of presentation strategies that can 
be selected and combined according to a particular presentation task. Such presentation 
strategies reflect general presentation knowledge as indicated in the preceding section, or they 
embody more specific knowledge of how to present a certain subject. 
To represent presentation strategies, we follow the approach proposed by Moore and colleagues 
(cf. [Moore/Paris 89] and [Moore/Swartout 89]) to operationalize RST-theory for text planning. 
The strategies are represented by a name, a header, an effect, a set of applicability conditions 
and a specification of main and subsidiary acts. Whereas the header of a strategy is a complex 
communicative act (e.g., to enable an action), its effect refers to an intentional goal (e.g., the 
user knows a particular object).5 To represent intentional goals, we use the same notation as in 
5 In [MooreIParis 89], this distinction between header and effect is not made because the effect of their strategies 
may be an intentional goal as well as a rhetorical relation. 
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Hovy's RST planner (cL [Hovy 88]). The expression (Goal P x) stands for: The presenter P 
has x as a goal. (Bel P x) should be read as: P believes that x is satisfied. (BMB P A x) is an 
abbreviation for the infinite conjunction: (Bel P x) & (Bel P (Bel A x)) & (Bel P (Bel A (Bel P 
x))), etc. The applicability conditions specify when a strategy may be used and constrain the 
variables to be instantiated. The main and subsidiary acts form the kernel of the strategies. 
Examples of presentation strategies are shown below. The first strategy can be used to request 
the user to perform an action. Whereas text is used to perfonn the main acts, the mode for the 
subsidiary acts is open. In this strategy, three kinds of acts occur: the elementary act S(urface)-
Request, three referential acts for specifying the action and the semantic case roles associated 
with the action (Activate), and two complex communicative acts (Motivate and Enable). 
[SI] Name: 
Request-Enable-Motivate 
I leader: 
(Request P A ?action '1')6 
Effect: 
(BMB P A (Goal P (Done A ?action))) 
Applicability Conditions: 
(And (Goal P (Done A ?action» (BcI P (Complex-Operating-Action ?aClion» 
(Bel P (Agent ?agent ?action» (Bel P (Object ?object '!action») 
Main Acts: 
(S-Request P A (?action-spcc (Agent '!agent-spcc) (Object '!object-spec») 
(Activate P A (Action ?action) ?action-spcc '1') 
(Activate P A (Agent ?agent) ?agent-spcc '1') 
(Activate P A (Object ?object) ?object-spcc '1') 
Subsidiary ACL<;: 
(Motivale P A ?aclion ?mode-l) 
(Enable P A ?action ?mode-2) 
The second and third strategies may be employed to show the orientation of an object and to 
enable its identification in a picture (sec also [AndreiRist 90bJ). 
[S2] Name: 
Describe-Orientation 
Header: 
(Describe P A (Orientation ?orientalion) G) 
Effect: 
(BMB P A (Has-Orientation ?orientation ?x» 
Applicabilily-Conditions 
(Bel P (Has-Orientation ?orientalion ?x» 
Main Acts: 
(S-Depict P A (Orientation ?orientation) ?p-orientalion ?pic) 
Subsidiary Acts: 
(Achieve P (BMB P A (Identifiable A ?x ?px ?pic» ?mode) 
6 '1' stands for text, G for graphics . 
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[S3] Name: 
Provide-Background 
Header: 
(Background P A ?x ?px ?pic G) 
Effect: 
(BMB P A (Identifiable A ?x ?px ?pic» 
Applicability Conditions: 
(AND (Bel P (Image-of ?px ?x ?pic» 
(Bel P (perceptually-Accessible A ?x» 
(Bel P (Part-of?x ?z») 
Main Acts: 
(S-Depict P A (Object ?z) ?pz ?pic) 
Subsidiary Acts: 
(Achieve P (BMB P A (Identifiable A ?z ?pz ?pic» ?mode) 
When defining presentation strategies, one has to decide whether to define relatively specific 
strategies by anticipating important design decisions, e.g., about mode selection, or whether to 
define more general presentation strategies, e.g., by leaving mode decisions open. By 
constraining design decisions, we can avoid situations in which decisions have to be retracted 
because they are not realizable. However, we have to take care that we do not unnecessarily 
restrict the set of possible designs. Strategy [S 1] can be considered as a compromise between 
these two approaches. Whereas the mode for the subsidiary acts is left open, the strategy 
prescribes text for the main acts. 
Since there may be several strategies for achieving a certain goal, we need critelia for ranking 
the effectiveness, the side-effec ts and costs of executing presentation strategies. To formulate 
selection criteria, we use meta rules. 
[MI] IF (lS-A ?current-attribute-value Spatial-Concept) 
THEN (Dobefore *graphics-strategies* *text-slIalegies*) 
E.g., the metarule [Ml] suggests a preference for graphics over text when presenting spatial 
information. The studies listed in section 3 form the theoretical basis of such meta rules. 
5 The Presentation Planning Process 
To automatically generate documents, one not only has to identify and represent relevant 
presentation knowledge, but also has to operationalize the synthesis process. 
5. 1 The Basic Planning Scheme 
Presentation strategies are treated as operators of a planning system. The basic idea behind the 
planning process is as follows: For each presentation goal, try to find strategies which are 
either specified by the header or whose effect matches the presentation goal. Check for which 
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variable bindings the applicability conditions of the strategies hold. All strategies whose 
applicability conditions are satisfied become candidates for achieving the presentation goal. If 
several strategies are applicable, prioritize them employing metarules. Then select a strategy, 
instantiate it and post the main and subsidiary acts as new subgoals or - in the case of 
elementary acts such as 'S-Depict' or 'S-Assert' - write them into the task queues of the mode-
specific generators. In case a sub goal cannot be achieved, backtrack. The planning process 
terminates if all goals are expanded to elementary acts that can be realized by the text or graphics 
generator. The result of the planning process is a refinement-style plan in the form of a directed 
acyclic graph (DAG). 
To ensure that document fragments in multiple modalities arc smoothly tailored to each other in 
the document to be generated, one also has to consider various dependencies between content 
determination, mode selection and content realization. As a consequence, the now of control is 
more complicated than described above. 
5.2 Interleaving Content Planning, Mode Selection and Content Realization 
Previous work on natural language generation has shown that content selection and content 
realization should not be treated independently of each other (see also [Hovy '8.71 and 
[Reithinger 91)). A strictly sequential model in which data only now from the "what to pn~senl" 
to the "how to present" part has proven inappropriate because the components responsible for 
selecting the contents would have to anticipate all decisions of the realization components. This 
problem is compounded if, as in our case, content realization is done by separate components 
(currently a text and a graphics generator) of which the content planner has only limited 
knowledge. 
It seems inappropriate to sequentialize content planning and mode selection even though mode 
selection is only a very rough decision about content realization . On the one hand , mode 
selection depends to a large extent on the information to be communicated (d. section 3). On 
the other hand, content planning is strongly influenced by previously selected mode 
combinations. E.g., to graphically refer to a physical object, we need visual information that 
may be irrelevant to textual references. 
A better solution is to interleave content planning, mode selection and content realization. In the 
WIP system, we interleave content and mode selection using a unifOITI1 planning mechanism. 
This has become possible since the presentation strategies and metarules accessed by the 
planner contain not only knowledge about what to present, but also knowledge about adequate 
mode combinations. In contrast to this, presentation planning and content realization are 
performed by separate components that access disparate knowledge sources. This 
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modularization enables parallel processIng, but makes interaction between the single 
components necessary. As soon as the planner has decided which generator should encode a 
certain piece of information, this piece should be passed on to the respective generator. 
Conversely, the planning component should immediately incorporate the results of the 
generators. Therefore, the processing of all components has to be 'interrupted' at certain 
decision points to allow other components to react. 
However, we cannot presume that the results of the single components are always available at a 
given time. It might happen that the planner is not able to expand a node because it is still 
waiting for a generator to supply realization results. If this generator, in turn, is also waiting for 
the planner or another generator to provide new data, a deadlock occurs. To cope with 
uncertainties concerning the results of other components, WIP's presentation planner maintains 
partial descriptions of unspecified variables through the use of constraints. Thus, it is able to 
continue planning without premature commitment. Furthermore, it does not always expand 
nodes in a depth-first fashion , but flexibly selects the nodes to be expanded as illustrated in Fig. 
2. Assume that the expansion of node B relies on information provided by executing the 
elementary act A (cf. Fig. 2a). To avoid time delays, C is expanded first (cL Fig. 2b). After A 
has been executed, the required information is available and B can be expanded (cf. Fig. 2c). 
Fig. 2: Opportunistic Node Expansion 
Since the generators provide information about (partial) results as soon as possible, situations 
seldom occur in which information is missing for every plan node to be expanded. In such 
cases, the planner can select a node considering metrics, e.g., the costs of the assumptions to 
be made. 
5.3 Propagating Data During Presentation Planning 
Since every component has only limited knowledge of other components, data have to be 
passed from one component to the other. E.g., if a generator finds a better solution or is not 
able to satisfy a task, it has to inform the planner, which has to reorganize its initial plan (see 
1 1 
also section 5.4) or to backtrack. To ensure the consistency of the document, all changes have 
to be propagated to other branches of the plan structure. 
Information must not only flow between the content planner and the generators, but also from 
one generator to the other. Suppose the text generator has generated a referring expression for 
an object shown in a picture. If the picture is changed due to graphical constraints, it might 
happen that the referring expression no longer fits. Thus, the planner will have to create a new 
object description and pass this description on to the text generator, which will have to replace 
the initial referring expression by a new one. 
Furthermore, the need for propagating data during presentation planning arises when dealing 
with dependencies between presentation strategies. E.g., a decision about mode selection often 
depends on earlier decisions. Assume the system decides to compare two objects hy descrihing 
the different values of a common attribute. At this time, the only restriction is that both 
descriptions should be realized in the same mode. Once the system has decided on the mode for 
the attribute value of the first object, the result of this decision must be made availahle for 
describing the value of the second object. We handle this problem hy passing mode ini"OImation 
during the planning process both from top to bottom and from bottom to top (cL Fig. 3). 
(Compare P A (?atlribute ... ) (?atlribute ... ) ... ) 
?mode-l = ?mode-2 
.~ '--- ---------
••••• ':)mode-2 :; GRAPHICS.': 
"", .. ..'"""; .. --------- ........ 
.... , 
(Describe P A (?atlribute ... ) ... ) (Describe P A (?atuibute ... ) ... ) 
...... ------ ........ -.J 
(?mode-l : ; GRAPIilC~':. 
.... .' 
-..... ... .. '" 
-..... _------- (Background P A ... ) 
(Depict P A (?aLlribute ... ) ... ) 
Fig. 3: Passing of information 
Mode information is propagated via the header of a strategy. Depending on whether the main 
acts of a strategy are to be realized in text, graphics or both modes, the values T(ext), 
G(raphics) or M(ixed) are assigned. The mode remains unspecified until mode decisions arc 
made for the main acts of a strategy. By deferring mode decisions for as long as possible, the 
planner is able to continue planning without making too specific selections. 
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5.4 Restructuring after Realization 
Since the content planner has no access to realization knowledge of the generators, it cannot 
consider this knowledge when building up the document structure. As a consequence, it may 
happen that the results provided by the generators deviate to a certain extent from the initial 
document plan. Such deviations are reflected in the DAG by output sharing, structure sharing 
and structure adding. Although in the following examples, restructuring is caused by decisions 
of the graphics generator, there is no question that restructuring methods are also useful for text 
generation (e.g., see [Hovy 90]). 
Output Sharing 
By studying multimodal documents, we found that authors often use one and the same picture 
or picture part for different purposes. When designing a system for automatic generation, one 
must determine which component decides when to reuse a picture or picture part. Since the 
content planner has no knowledge about how information is encoded graphically, the final 
decision should be left up to the graphics designer. If document parts are reused, this has to be 
reflected in the document structure as shown in Fig. 4. 
-----
Describe-Object 
----
Describe-Object 
Provide-
Background 
/ 
S-Depict 
Label 
{:::n"~~ .... 
S-Name •••• 
........ 
--- ........ 
.... -... 
........ 
............ .... 
· 
· 
· 
. . 
~ .. : 
. 
------.: ... 
---
----- -. Espresso-Duo HD 5649 
.-----
_-- Label 
------ ~
.. --------
__ -----~:Anrwtate 
................. 
~-.- S-Name 
.- .......................... -_.-----_ ...... ---
Fig. 4: DAG with Output Sharing 
Suppose the planner decides to introduce an object by showing it in a picture and by annotating 
the corresponding picture part with the name of the object. Let's further assume that some time 
later it plans to introduce a part of this object in the same way. The graphics designer, however, 
doesn't generate a new picture since it recognizes that both tasks can be accomplished with a 
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single picture.? The planner registers this by linking the corresponding parts of the generated 
DAG with each other. 
Structure Sharing 
In the example above, parts of the generated output have been used for different purposes (as 
background and as part of a label). However, it might also happen that not only the output, but 
even a more complex part of the DAG can be shared. E.g., assume the presentation planner 
decides to enable the user to carry out an action by creating two pictures showing the action and 
its result. To orientate the user, it is planned to show background objects in both pictures (cL 
Fig. 5a). If the graphics designer is able to convey the requested infOimation in a single picture, 
the background for the actions has to be included only once. Consequently, the structure of the 
document can be simplified by factoring out the background branch (cr. Fig. 5b). 
-Describe· 
Action 
I 
Describe· 
Enable 
I 
Inform· 
Cause·Result 
----
Describe· 
State 
I 
Describe· 
Orientatiun ~ ~ 
Provide· S.Depict S ••.• '?-epict 
Background : 
I ~~----~~--~ 
S-Depict : 'r-+-. -----.:-'.'-----••• 
Provide· 
Background 
I 
S·Depict 
........ -
· .... 
· --
.......... !' Y:$· e 
p-
· 
· 
Fig. 5a: DAG without Structure Shaling 
Structure Adding 
Enable 
Inffl~ Cause.~~~ult ~ 
~
Describe· 
Actiun 
I 
Describe-
Trajectury 
I 
S·Depict 
Describe· 
State 
I 
Describc-
Oricntatiun 
S·Depict 
Pruvide· 
Uackgruund 
S·Depict 
.~------~--------~ 
}-_ ......... ---_ .. ; 
"'(S e . 
\ 0 • 
Fig. 5b: DAG alkr Simplification 
Whereas structure sharing leads to simplifications of the initial document plan, structure adding 
results in a more complex plan. It occurs if the graphics generator is expected to integrate 
information in a single picture, but is not able to do so. Let's suppose the planner decides to 
show the state of the espresso machine in the picture after it has been switched on. Thus, the 
7 This is possible because, during the generation process, the graphics designer builds up an explicit 
representation of the surface aspects of a picture as well as the semantic mapping between graphical means llild 
the infonnation to be conveyed (for details see [RistJAndre 92b)). 
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graphics designer receives the task of generating a picture showing the current orientation of the 
on/off switch and the lamp in a burning state. When executing this task, the graphics designer 
realizes that the labels to the left of the on/off switch are too tiny to be readable if the entire 
espresso machine is to be shown (cf. Fig. 6a). 
Describe-
State 
. .... -----------
Provide- ---S-Depict ------------ -: 
Background 
Describe-
--- S-Depict ------------ --Orientation 
Describe- -- S-Depict ______________ _ 
Control-Condition ~=====~ 
Fig. 6a: Initial DAG 
If the graphics designer decides to overcome this problem by creating an inset with a different 
background, the structure of the document has to be modified as in Fig. 6b. 
Provide- ~ 
Describe- / Background S-Depict nnn I ~ a.. 
Describe-< Orientation "---------- S-Depict ------ - --o~ g 
State 
Describe- .... -------- S-Depict __ " 
Control-Condition '\. ". ". 
'\. Provide-
Background 
Fig. 6b: DAG after Structure Adding 
5.5 Architecture of the Presentation Planner 
The considerations above led to the architecture for the presentation planner shown in Fig. 7. 
The basic planning module selects operators that match the presentation goal and expands the 
nodes to generate a refinement-style plan in the form of a DAG. The plan evaluation/revision 
module applies critics and revision strategies. To allow for alternating revision and expansion 
processes, WIP's presentation planner is controlled by a plan monitor that determines the next 
action and the next nodes to be expanded. All components of the presentation planner have 
read/write access to the document plan. 
In the overall WIP system (cf. [Andre et aI., this volume]), the presentation planner 
collaborates with a text generator (cf. [Harbusch et aI. 91]), a graphics generator (cf. 
[RistiAndre 92a]) and a layout manager (cf. [Graf 92J). As shown in Fig. 7, the leaves of the 
document plan are connected to entries in the task queues of the mode-specific generators. 
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Thus, the document plan serves not only as an interface between the planner and the generators, 
but also enables a two-way exchange of information between the two generators. 
Knowledge 
Bases 
Basic Planning 
Module 
selection of operators, 
expansion of nodes 
Planning Monitor 
etermination of the next· Layout 
ction and the next node to I--"·~I Manager 
expand ~ 
reevaluate/ 
revise plan 
Document Plan 
.---~---~ 
Plan 
Evaluation/Revision 
apply critics and 
revision strategies 
Graphics 
Desigr-n~_LLLJ-_, 
Text 
DeSignr-__ -eIY __ , 
next 
task 
Task Queue result! 
Fail 
Design Modules 
next 
task 
Task Queue 
Design Modules 
Fig. 7: The Architecture of the Presentation Planner 
result! 
Fail 
6 Planning Example 
In the following, we give an example that illustrates opportunistic node expansion and revision 
after graphics generation. Assume the system as the presenter P wants the addressee A to 
switch on an espressomachine. Thus, it attempts to find plan operators which match the goal: 
[I] (BMB P A (Goal P (Done A switch-on-l))). 
One plan operator for achieving this goal was shown in section 4. Suppose this plan operator is 
selected. Then, the main and subsidiary acts are posted as subgoals. In this operator, three 
kinds of acts occur: two complex communicative acts (Enable and Motivate) which must be 
further expanded, an elementary speech act (S-Request) which is passed on to the text designer, 
and several referential acts (Activate) for filling the semantic case roles associated with the 
'switch on' action. Assume that the user knows why the action should be carried out. Thus, it 
is not necessary to motivate him. The expansion of the 'Enable' act leads to a strategy that 
informs the user via a picture about the trajectory of the object to be manipulated and the result 
of the manipulation. After further refinement steps, the following sub goals are posted: 
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[2] (S-Depict P A (Trajectory trajectory-I) ?p-traj ?pic) 
[3] (Achieve P (BMB P A (Identifiable A switch-2 ?px ?pic)) ?mode) 
[4] (Describe P A (State state-I) ?mode) 
At this point the plan monitor has to decide which of these three goals to expand next, so it 
inspects each one in turn. The first sub goal is an elementary act which is forwarded to the 
graphics designer. The second represents an intentional goal which is only expanded if it is not 
yet satisfied. Therefore, the presentation planner requests the graphics designer to evaluate: 
[5] (BMB P A (Identifiable A switch-2 ?px ?pic)) 
For the purpose of this example, assume that the graphics designer has not yet executed [2] and 
thus is not able to immediately respond to [5]. As a consequence, the presentation planner 
cannot refine [3]. Instead of waiting for the response, the presentation planner tries to continue 
with another goal. It expands [4] and posts 
[6] (S-Depict P A (Orientation orientation-I) ?p-orientation ?pic) and 
[7] (Achieve P (BMB P A (Identifiable A switch-2 ?px ?pic)) ?mode) 
as new sub goals. The first subgoal is passed on to the graphics designer. The presentation plan 
generated so far is shown in Fig. 8. 
(Enable P A 
switch·on· ' G) 
(S·Request P A (switch·on 
(Agent (the A (user A))) 
(Object (the em· ' 
(espressomachine em· ')))) 
(Describe P A 
(Action turn· ' ) G) 
(Describe P A 
(State state· 1) G) 
(Describe P A 
(Trajectory 
trajectory· ' ) G) 
(Describe P A 
(Orientation 
orientation·') G) 
Fig. 8: Initial Discourse Plan 
(S·Depict P A 
(Trajectory trajectory· ' ) 
?p·traj ?pic) 
~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --, 
: (BMB P A (Identifiable : 
, A switch·2 ?px ?pIC)) : 
I~ __ • __ ----------~ 
S·Depict P A 
(Or ientation orientation· ' ) 
?p-orientation ?pic) 
: (-B-~ ~ ~ -; (~;:n~i~~~~ -: 
, A switch·2 ?px ?pic)) : 
,---------------_. 
Note that at this time the mode variable occurring in [4] has already been instantiated by bottom-
up propagation ot the mode in the header of strategy [S2]. When trying to satisfy the pictOlial 
acts [2] and [6], the graphics designer finds out that it is possible to accomplish these tasks by 
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means of a single picture (namely pic-4). After the goals in [3] and [7] have been instantiated, 
the planner recognizes that they are identical and that they can be achiev~d with a shared 
discourse plan. The planner decides to simplify the discourse plan by factoring ou t the 
structures corresponding to the goals in [3] and [7] . After switch-2 has been depicted, the 
graphics designer is able to evaluate 
[8] (BMB P A (Identifiable A switch-2 p-switch-2 pic-4)) 
where p-switch-2 is the depiction of switch-2 in the picture pic-4. Since the graphics generator 
assumes that it is unclear to the user which switch is shown, the presentation planner has to 
find and instantiateS a strategy to achieve [8]. Assume it decides to select strategy lS3] and 
sends the graphics designer the request to depict the espresso machine as a landmark object. 
The final discourse plan is shown in Fig. 9. 
7 Summary 
(S-Roquest P A (swrtch-on 
(Agent (the A (user A))) 
(Object (the em-l 
(espressom.chine em-I)))) -'-. -'-., 
(S-Oepict P A 
(Trajectory 
tr'J9ctory-t) 
p-tr.,- t p,c-4) ...••• 
(S-OeplCt P A 
(OrientatIOn 
ouentallOn- l) .• -
p-onentallOn- ' 
plC-4) 
-'" 
Fig. 9: Discourse Plan after Factoring out the Background 
In this paper, we have argued that not only the generation of text, but also the synthesis or 
multimodal documents can be considered as a communicative act which aims to achieve certain 
goals. We have introduced presentation strategies to represent knowledge about presentation 
techniques. In order to decide between several presentation strategies, we have examined how 
the kind of information to be conveyed influences mode selection and which communicative 
functions single document parts play in text-picture combinations. In particular, we have argued 
that most semantic and pragmatic relationships which have been proposed for describing the 
8 Note that acts of the fonn (Achieve P <goal> <mode» are treated specially. Whereas <goal> has to match the 
effect of a strategy, <mode> has Lo match the mode field in the header of a strategy. 
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structure of texts can be generalized in such a way that they are also appropriate for describing 
the structure of pictures and text-picture combinations. 
For the realization of a system able to automatically generate illustrated documents, we have 
proposed a plan-based approach which supports data transfer between the content planner and 
the mode-specific generators and which allows for global plan evaluation after each plan step. A 
problem with modularizing presentation planning and mode-specific generation is that the 
results provided by the generators may deviate from the initial presentation plan. Since such 
deviations have to be reflected in the presentation plan, the planning scheme also comprises 
restructuring methods. 
8 Implementation 
The presentation planner has been implemented in Symbolics Common Lisp under Genera 8.0 
running on a Symbolics XL1200 and MacIvory workstations. It has been integrated into the 
WIP system (cf. [Andre et al., this volume]). A stand-alone version of the planner is also 
available. It is embedded in a comfortable test-environment that includes an incremental plan 
displayer and provides various debugging facilities. 
The planner is able to build up document structures as in the examples presented in this paper. 
However, in some examples we used graphics (e.g., the inset in Fig. 6b) that cun'ently exceed 
the capacities of the implemented version of our graphics generator. 
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